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Abstract

Myelination has been increasingly implicated in the function and1

dysfunction of the adult human brain. Although it is known that axon2

myelination shapes axon physiology in animal models, it is unclear3

whether a similar principle applies in the living human brain, and at the4

level of whole axon bundles in white matter tracts. Here, we5
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hypothesised that in humans, cortico-cortical interactions between two6

brain areas may be shaped by the amount of myelin in the white7

matter tract connecting them. As a test bed for this hypothesis, we8

use a well-defined interhemispheric premotor-to-motor circuit. We9

combined TMS-derived physiological measures of cortico-cortical10

interactions during action reprogramming with multimodal myelin11

markers (MT, R1, R2* and FA), in a large cohort of healthy subjects.12

We found that physiological metrics of premotor-to-motor interaction13

are broadly associated with multiple myelin markers, suggesting14

interindividual differences in tract myelination may play a role in motor15

network physiology. Moreover, we also demonstrate that myelination16

metrics link indirectly to action switching by influencing local primary17

motor cortex dynamics. These findings suggest that myelination levels18

in white matter tracts may influence millisecond-level cortico-cortical19

interactions during tasks. They also unveil a link between the20

physiology of the motor network and the myelination of tracts21

connecting its components, and provide a putative mechanism22

mediating the relationship between brain myelination and human23

behaviour.24

Introduction

Myelination of axonal projections is increasingly being appreciated as a key25

regulator of brain function. This relationship is widely believed to arise because26

the properties of an axon’s myelination influence many of its physiological27

properties. Conduction velocity, for instance, increases with myelin thickness28

and internode length, as demonstrated by observational studies (Brill et al.,29

1977; Rushton, 1951; Waxman, 1980), interventional studies (Caminiti et al.,30

2013; Etxeberria et al., 2016; Schauf and Davis, 1974; Verhoeven et al., 2003)31

and in silico simulations (Goldman and Albus, 1968; Moore et al., 1978; Smith32

and Koles, 1970). Moreover, myelination has also been proposed to enable33
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high-frequency conduction (Saab et al., 2016) and to have a broader role in34

network physiology (Moore et al., 2019), for example by synchronising neuronal35

activity (Ford et al., 2015; Seidl et al., 2010) and regulating the timing of36

action potentials in a circuit-dependent manner (Lang and Rosenbluth, 2003;37

Pajevic et al., 2014; Salami et al., 2003).38

While recent advances have allowed the translation of insights on myelination39

across species (Kaller et al., 2017; Weiskopf et al., 2021), specifically with regards40

to our understanding of brain plasticity (Sagi et al., 2012; Sampaio-Baptista41

et al., 2013) and neuroanatomy (Assaf et al., 2020; Glasser et al., 2016; Kirilina42

et al., 2020; Movahedian Attar et al., 2020), most current evidence directly linking43

myelination of a circuit to its neurophysiological properties has been derived from44

animal studies, often focusing on in vitro results. Little is known about how levels45

of myelination may influence properties of circuits in humans and how this may46

play out during behaviour. Moreover, many studies have focused on microscopic47

aspects of myelination, such as individual myelin sheaths, and microscopic aspects48

of physiology, such as action potentials. However, it is unclear how myelination49

levels at the macroscopic level of axon bundles influence macroscopic aspects of50

tract physiology, such as cortico-cortical interactions.51

In recent years, Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) and Non-Invasive Brain52

Stimulation (NIBS) have provided new opportunities to tackle questions at53

macroscopic scales in humans in vivo, which are typically confined to animal or54

in vitro studies. MRI studies have traditionally aimed to probe properties of55

white matter through Diffusion-Weighted Imaging (DWI) (Basser et al., 1994;56

Chenevert et al., 1990; Cleveland et al., 1976; Doran et al., 1990; Le et al.,57

1993; Moseley et al., 1990a,b). DWI, however, provides metrics that are58

remarkably non-specific to myelination: although it can detect myelin59

sheath-driven hindered diffusion, it is also sensitive to fiber orientation and60

other cellular compartments (Zatorre et al., 2012). Recently, several advances61

have improved our ability to study myelination through MRI (Lazari and Lipp,62

2021; Mancini et al., 2020). Surging interest in quantifying myelin63

non-invasively has led to the development of MR sequences sensitive to myelin64
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through a variety of different biophysical mechanisms: macromolecular tissue65

content in the myelin lipid bilayer can now be measured by Magnetisation66

Transfer (MT) (Heath et al., 2018; Sled and Pike, 2001; Tofts et al., 2005;67

Yarnykh, 2002), local concentrations of diamagnetic myelin and paramagnetic68

iron-rich oligodendrocytes can be detected through susceptibility-sensitive69

contrasts (such as R2*) (Weiskopf et al., 2013), and quantification of70

longitudinal relaxation rates (through R1) makes mapping anatomical variability71

in myelin content possible (Dubbioso et al., 2021; Lutti et al., 2014). In72

addition to this new abundance of MR technologies for quantification of73

myelination, advances in statistics, such as the development of joint inference74

permutation testing (Winkler et al., 2016) also allow optimal pooling of75

multimodal data to extract reliable information across these complementary76

MR signals. While previous work has linked individual cortical myelin-sensitive77

markers to cortical physiology (Dubbioso et al., 2021), multimodal myelin78

imaging is a promising tool to draw stronger conclusions about myelination and79

study myelin’s relationship with tract physiology.80

We hypothesized that MR measures of myelin would relate to physiological81

measures of cortico-cortical interactions. Although functional MRI (fMRI) has82

been widely deployed to study cortico-cortical interactions, even advanced83

computational models of fMRI signals (Friston et al., 2003) cannot detect the84

directional, causal influence of an area’s neuronal activity on the activity of85

another area. fMRI’s low temporal resolution also precludes studying86

millisecond-level cortico-cortical interactions which are known to underly87

behaviour (Buch et al., 2010; Lazari et al., 2020a; Neubert et al., 2010). Paired88

Pulse Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation (ppTMS), by contrast, can be89

delivered with millisecond precision to allow insights into directional interactions90

between two brain areas. This high temporal resolution allows ppTMS to detect91

subtle variation in rapid cortico-cortical interactions, which are not detectable92

in fMRI studies. We therefore hypothesized that myelin variability would have93

fine-grained effects on rapid cortico-cortical interactions, which could be94

quantified by the use of ppTMS.95
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Cortical projections from ventral premotor cortex (PMv) to primary motor96

cortex (M1) have been extensively characterised both in anatomical tract tracing97

and physiological studies, across human and non-human primates (for a review,98

see (Davare et al., 2010)), thus allowing us to formulate detailed hypotheses99

regarding their function. Behaviourally, these projections allow for inhibition of100

incorrect motor programmes (Forstmann et al., 2008; Mars et al., 2009, 2007)101

and are thus engaged during low-level motor tasks such as action reprogramming102

(Neubert et al., 2010), providing a clear read-out of participant behaviour to103

relate to their function (Isoda and Hikosaka, 2007). Although there are several104

premotor areas, two regions on the lateral surface, the dorsal premotor cortex105

(PMd) and ventral premotor cortex (PMv) stand out because they provide the106

densest projections to primary motor cortex (M1) (Dum and Strick, 2005). Of107

these two regions, however, PMv is special. First, its influence over M1 is the108

best studied; it has been repeatedly demonstrated PMv exerts a strong influence109

over M1 activity in both non-human and human primates (Cerri et al., 2003;110

Davare et al., 2008, 2009; Kraskov et al., 2011; Prabhu et al., 2009; Shimazu111

et al., 2004). This influence can be studied not just in experiments in which112

PMv is directly stimulated electrically but in transcranial magnetic stimulation113

(TMS) experiments where the impact of the TMS effect in PMv is especially114

well characterized; even though the impact of the first pulse in PMv is spatially115

circumscribed (Romero et al., 2019), it alters the activity in PMv neurons that116

project to M1 (Cerri et al., 2003; Prabhu et al., 2009; Shimazu et al., 2004).117

Second, PMv is special not just because it has a strong projection to M1 that is118

particularly well studied, but, in addition, compared to PMd, PMv receives the119

stronger projection from prefrontal cortex (Dum and Strick, 2005). This means120

PMv is well-placed to mediate inhibitory influences exerted over motor control as121

a result of executive control processes in prefrontal cortical areas. Consistent with122

such a role, PMv projections to M1 are monosynaptic (Boussaoud et al., 2005;123

Dum and Strick, 2005; Godschalk et al., 1984; Jenny, 1979) but within M1, many,124

perhaps the majority, of connections are with inhibitory interneurons as opposed125

to pyramidal neurons ensuring that PMv is able to exert an inhibitory influence126
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over M1 (Prabhu et al., 2009; Tokuno and Nambu, 2000). In accordance with127

such observations, the modulation of M1 by projections from PMv is dependent128

on behavioural state; PMv exerts a facilitatory influence over M1 during action129

initiation but an inhibitory influence when no movement is to be made or when130

an action is to be changed and reprogrammed (Bäumer et al., 2009; Buch et al.,131

2011, 2010; Davare et al., 2008; Neubert et al., 2010). Moreover, these inhibitory132

influences have been linked to specific white matter tracts connecting PMv and133

M1 (Neubert et al., 2010), thus providing a clear anatomical location not just134

in cortex but in underlying white matter at which to investigate PMv-to-M1135

modulation. While many anatomical tracing studies focus only on ipsilateral136

connections within a hemisphere, PMv has many transcallosal connections with137

heterotopic areas in the other hemisphere (Dancause et al., 2007; Lanz et al.,138

2017) and consistent with this anatomical observation it is established that PMv139

exerts similar facilitatory and inhibitory influences over the activity of M1 both140

ipsilaterally and contralaterally (Buch et al., 2011, 2010; Johnen et al., 2015;141

Neubert et al., 2010; Sel et al., 2021). Therefore, the PMv-to-M1 circuit can142

also be studied interhemispherically, thus making it possible to probe mechanisms143

that involve fibers passing through the corpus callosum, and that may be unique144

to interhemispheric circuits (Assaf et al., 2020; Bachtiar et al., 2018; Calford145

and Tweedale, 1990; Fling et al., 2013; Krupnik et al., 2021; van der Knaap and146

van der Ham, 2011). Taken together, these features of PMv-to-M1 projections147

(the presence of both clear behavioural and clear physiological read-outs, the link148

to a defined interhemispheric white matter tract) make them an ideal test bed for149

hypotheses about how myelin shapes circuit function and behaviour in humans.150

Here, we aimed to test whether inhibitory interactions between PMv and151

M1 (as measured through ppTMS) may be shaped by the amount of myelin in152

the white matter tract connecting them (as measured by multimodal myelin153

markers). We also aimed to probe the relationship between white matter154

myelination, cortico-cortical inhibition, and behavioural output in an action155

reprogramming task. Because previous experiments suggest that white matter156

myelination rarely relates directly to behavioural performance (Lazari et al.,157
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2020b), we hypothesized that during action reprogramming, PMv-to-M1158

inhibition may link white matter myelination to behavioural performance. As159

PMv-to-M1 projections are known to modulate the balance between excitation160

and inhibition within M1 (Prabhu et al., 2009; Tokuno and Nambu, 2000), we161

also hypothesized that PMv-to-M1 inhibition and local inhibition within M1162

may both contribute to behavioural output during action reprogramming.163
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Methods

Participants

64 healthy participants (36 female; mean age 24.69 years) underwent a single164

session of MRI and a separate TMS session which included task-based paired165

pulse TMS. TMS and MRI sessions were matched for time-of-day and were166

separated by a maximum of one week. All participants were self-assessed167

right-handed and their handedness was further confirmed through the168

Edinburgh Handedness Inventory (Oldfield et al., 1971), (mean EHI score:169

88.65). All participants were screened for TMS and MRI safety, received170

monetary compensation for their participation, and gave their informed consent171

to participate in this study. All study procedures were reviewed and approved by172

the local ethics committee at the University of Oxford (Central University173

Research Ethics Committee (CUREC)), and followed the Declaration of174

Helsinki.175

Measuring myelination: acquisition of Magnetic Resonance

Imaging (MRI)

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) data were collected with a 3.0-T Prisma176

Magnetom Siemens scanner, software version VE11C (Siemens Medical177

Systems, Erlangen, Germany). T1-weighted structural imaging (T1w),178

Multi-Parameter Mapping (MPM) and Diffusion-Weighted Imaging (DWI)179

sequences were collected.180

The T1w sequence (TR = 1900 ms, TE = 3.96 ms, voxel size = 1mm181

isotropic, GRAPPA = 2) had a large Field of View (FOV = 256mm3)to allow182

for the nose and intertragic notches of the ears to be included in the image to183

facilitate later neuronavigation of the TMS coil to the target position.184

Diffusion-weighted Echo-planar imaging (EPI) scans (TR = 3070 ms, TE =185

85.00 ms, FOV = 204mm3, voxel size = 1.5mm isotropic, multiband factor of186

4) were collected for two b-values (500 and 2000 s/mm2), over 281 directions.187
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An additional 23 volumes were acquired at b=0, 15 in anterior-posterior (AP)188

phase-encoding direction and 8 in the posterior-anterior (PA) phase-encoding189

direction.190

The MPM protocol (Weiskopf et al., 2013) included three multi-echo 3D191

FLASH (fast low-angle shot) scans with varying acquisition parameters, one RF192

transmit field map (B1+map) and one static magnetic (B0) field map scan,193

for a total acquisition time of roughly 22 minutes. To correct for inter-scan194

motion, position-specific receive coil sensitivity field maps, matched in FOV to195

the MPM scans, were calculated and corrected for (Papp et al., 2016). The196

three types of FLASH scans were designed to be predominantly T1-, PD-, or197

MT-weighted by changing the flip angle and the presence of a pre-pulse: 8198

echoes were predominantly Proton Density-weighted (TR = 25ms; flip angle199

= 6 degrees; TE = 2.3-18.4ms), 8 echoes were predominantly T1-weighted200

(TR = 25ms; flip angle = 21 degrees; TE = 2.3-18.4ms) and 6 echoes were201

predominantly Magnetisation Transfer-weighted (MTw, TR = 25ms; flip angle202

= 21 degrees; TE = 2.3-13.8ms). For MTw scans, excitation was preceded by203

off-resonance Gaussian MT pulse of 4 ms duration, nominal flip angle, 2 kHz204

frequency offset from water resonance. All FLASH scans had 1 mm isotropic205

resolution and field of view (FOV) of 256x224x176 mm3. The B1 map was206

acquired through an EPI-based sequence featuring spin and stimulated echoes207

(SE and STE) with 11 nominal flip angles, FOV of 192x192x256 mm3 and TR of208

500 ms. The TE was 37.06 ms, and the mixing time was 33.8 ms. The B0 map209

was acquired to correct the B1+ map for distortions due to off-resonance effects.210

The B0 map sequence had a TR of 1020.0 ms, first TE of 10 ms, second TE of211

12.46 ms, field of view (FOV) of 192x192x256 mm3 and read-out bandwidth of212

260 Hz/pixel.213

MRI scan pre-processing, analysis and statistical comparisons were performed214

using FMRIB Software Library (FSL, v6.0), except for the MPM quantitative map215

estimation step which was carried out using the hMRI toolbox implemented in216

Matlab-based SPM, as described in (Tabelow et al., 2019). All T1w images were217

preprocessed through a standard FreeSurfer-based pipeline (Fischl et al., 2004;218
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Glasser et al., 2013) to correct for bias field and achieve ACPC alignment (for219

use in Neuronavigation).220

An automated custom pipeline based on existing FSL tools was also developed221

for our diffusion sequence. The topup tool was run on average images of AP b0222

volumes and PA b0 volumes. The resulting susceptibility-induced off-resonance223

field was used as an input for the eddy tool (Andersson and Sotiropoulos, 2016),224

which was run with options optimised for multiband diffusion data to correct for225

eddy currents and subject movement. To generate Fractional Anistropy (FA)226

maps, a diffusion tensor model was fit to each voxel through DTIFIT, optimised227

for multi-shell data processing with options such as –kurt.228

Magnetisation Transfer saturation (MT), R1 and R2* quantitative maps229

were estimated through the hMRI toolbox (Tabelow et al., 2019). In order to230

register MPM volumes to FA volumes, we used the following steps.231

Boundary-Based Registration was used to calculate a DWI-to-T1w registration232

using AP b0 images (with high tissue boundary contrast). A customised233

pipeline was used to ACPC align the MPM maps and register them to T1w234

space. At this stage, one participant was excluded as the MPM scan was235

heavily corrupted due to movement artefacts; one participant was excluded due236

to lower quality signal in the MPM scan, which resulted in poor registrations237

with other modalities. Once registration matrices for MPM-T1w and DWI-T1w238

were calculated, they were inverted, concatenated and applied as needed to239

bring MPM volumes into DWI space with minimal interpolation.240

Measuring myelination: joint inference across

myelin-sensitive MRI modalities

To bring all volumes into a common space, native FA volumes were skeletonised241

with Tract-Based Spatial Statistics (TBSS), and the skeletonisation transforms242

were subsequently applied to MPM-to-DWI registered volumes. Group-level243

analyses were then conducted in skeleton space for all data, and using244

rank-based inverse-normal transformations on the regressors. To uncover245
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common trends across modalities (i.e. trends compatible with an effect of246

myelin), voxelwise joint inference was performed through Permutation Analysis247

of Linear Models, which implements a voxelwise Fisher test with the following248

equation (as described in (Winkler et al., 2016)):249

− 2
K∑

K=1

ln(pk) (1)

with pk being each modality’s p-value and K being the total number of250

modalities being combined (full code available here:251

https://git.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/alazari/macroscopic-link).252

As a second step, to extract a single myelin metric from all myelin markers253

for use in the comparisons between correlations and in the mediation analyses,254

we used dimensionality reduction through Principal Component Analysis255

(PCA). The follow-up analyses focused on voxels identified as significant256

through joint inference; within these voxels, fslmeants was used to extract the257

mean value for each modality. A principal component analysis was then used in258

order to reduce the dimensionality of the normalised data, an approach already259

previously described for white matter data (Chamberland et al., 2019). As the260

first principal component captured 69.22% of total variance, the subject-level261

scores for the first principal component were then used as the predictor variable262

in the mediation analysis (full code available here:263

https://git.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/alazari/macroscopic-link).264

Measuring action reprogramming

The Action Reprogramming task was implemented based on a task originally265

developed for monkeys (Isoda and Hikosaka, 2007, 2008), and then adapted for266

use in human TMS studies (Mars et al., 2009; Neubert et al., 2010). The task267

aimed to probe action execution and action reprogramming. Cues consisted of268

a central square (either red or green) with two ’flanker’ squares (one red and269

one green). Participants were instructed to press the button on the side where270

the flanker colour matched the colour of the central square. The flankers kept271
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switching sides at random, whereas the central square was always the same colour272

for 3-7 consecutive trials at the time. The central square was white when first273

appearing on the screen, and then turned green/red 450-600ms after the flankers274

were presented. Thus the 450-600 ms interval allowed participants to generate a275

motor plan prior to motor execution towards either the left or right flanker given276

the expectation that they had about what the central cue colour change would277

be. This way, participants simply had to execute a pre-prepared movement when278

the central cue colour stayed the same (’stay trials’), but they had to inhibit the279

movement and carry out a different one in the trials where the central cue colour280

had switched (’switch trials’). All stimulus presentation timings mirrored ones281

used in previous literature (Neubert et al., 2010), including the inter-trial interval282

(1000 ms) and intervals between flanker and cue presentation (450-600 ms).283

Each participant underwent a session of 112 switch trials and corresponding stay284

trials (for a total of 678 trials), resulting in 28 TMS stimulations per condition in285

each participant (Goldsworthy et al., 2016). Each session included 3 automatic286

breaks in between to ensure participants had a chance to rest if they wished to287

do so.288

Participants were told to be as fast and accurate as they could. They289

received detailed task instructions in paper format at the beginning of each290

session; in addition, the instructions were reiterated in a computer-based291

fashion at the beginning of the task (full code available here:292

https://git.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/alazari/macroscopic-link). Before the task, they293

undertook roughly 100 trials to make sure first that they understood the rules294

of the task, that they had habituated to the task, and that they could tolerate295

TMS pulses while performing the task. Participants were pressing the two296

buttons with index fingers from their two hands, and were instructed to keep297

their hands relaxed between trials until the cue appeared; they were298

occasionally reminded to keep their hands relaxed if the experimenter observed299

noticeable muscle contractions between trials.300

Our primary behavioural measure was the ratio between reaction time between301

switch trials and stay trials. We shall refer to this as ‘switch RT cost’. Switch302
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RT cost is calculated as follows:303

Switch RT Cost =
µSwitch Trial RTs

µStay Trial RTs

(2)

where µ is the mean of the Reaction Times (RTs) being considered. Switch RT304

cost always has a positive value; the higher the value, the higher the switch RT305

cost.306

Measuring cortico-cortical inhibition: Paired pulse TMS

(ppTMS)

Detailed methods for Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation (TMS) and307

neuronavigation set-ups are described in Supplementary Methods. In brief, two308

DuoMAG MP-Dual TMS monophasic stimulators (DeyMed DuoMag, Rogue309

Resolutions Ltd.) were used to deliver pulses via two figure-eight coils, one over310

left M1 and one over right PMv. All stimulation was delivered using continuous311

tracking of coil location with respect to subject neuroanatomy (i.e.312

neuronavigation) using a Polaris camera and the Brainsight (Rogue Resolutions,313

Inc.) software. Electromyography (EMG) was recorded from the participant’s314

right hand in a tendon-belly montage, in order to record TMS-induced315

Motor-Evoked Potentials (MEPs) from the hand’s First Dorsal Interosseus316

muscle (see Supplementary Methods). TMS was delivered during an Action317

Reprogramming task (see above).318

Cortico-cortical interactions were measured by paired pulse TMS (ppTMS),319

as follows. On half of all stimulation trials, participants were stimulated over320

left M1 only; on the other half of trials, the same stimulation was preceded321

by a conditioning right PMv pulse 6 ms earlier. Although MEPs reflect the322

connectivity between M1 and the periphery, our focus in the current report is323

not on the MEPs per se but on their modulation by the induction of activity324

within PMv which a number of studies in both non-human and human primates325

demonstrate reflect the interactions between PMv and M1 (Cerri et al., 2003;326

Davare et al., 2008, 2009; Kraskov et al., 2011; Prabhu et al., 2009; Romero et al.,327
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2019; Shimazu et al., 2004). As both the M1 single pulse condition and the paired328

pulse PMv-M1 condition elicited the same level of peripheral stimulation, the329

overall paradigm allows us to control for corticospinal and peripheral influences330

(Civardi et al., 2001).331

We decided on a 6 ms inter-pulse interval (IPI) based on previous work332

(Neubert et al., 2010) and after exclusion of other potential IPIs. We excluded333

higher IPIs, as IPIs of 9-18 ms have been shown to engage poly-synaptic334

subcortical pathways (Neubert et al., 2010). We also excluded lower IPIs, as335

they reflect variability in inhibitory intracortical circuits (which are engaged at336

1-4 ms IPI) and would likely not engage transcallosal fibers sufficiently (Kujirai337

et al., 1993; Stagg et al., 2011). Together with evidence from other ppTMS338

studies on this circuit (Davare et al., 2008, 2009), we concluded that focussing339

on a single IPI of 6 ms was the ideal strategy to isolate the contribution of340

transcallosal myelinated fibers to the ppTMS effect.341

The pulse over M1 was always delivered 175ms after cue onset - based on342

previous experiments (Neubert et al., 2010) - and set at 1mV intensity (see343

Supplementary Methods); the pulse over PMv was always delivered at 110%344

of resting Motor Threshold (rMT, see Supplementary Methods). Pulses were345

randomly assigned in an equal fashion to stay vs switch trials (when pre-prepared346

actions were either executed or inhibited) and to right-hand vs left-hand trials.347

EMG analysis focused on TMS-induced MEPs, and more specifically on the348

peak-to-peak amplitude of MEPs. MEP recording, preprocessing and analysis349

procedures were identical for all experiments. MEPs were identified based on350

recorded TMS timings, pre-processed in MATLAB (Version R2018b, Mathworks,351

MA, USA) and visualised for quality control purposes. Absent or unusually small352

MEPs ( <0.2 mV) or unusually high MEPs ( >9 mV) were excluded from further353

analyses. The average rejection rate for unusually small MEPs was 1.25%, and354

0.84% for unusually high MEPs. Trials with incorrect, premature ( <150 ms) or355

slow ( >800 ms) responses were also excluded from further analyses. Trials with356

significant ‘precontraction’ (i.e. muscle contraction above 0.4 mV in the 100 ms357

before the MEP and the test pulse) were also excluded. Once all exclusion criteria358
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were applied, Grubb’s outlier detection procedure was carried out on the data. 6359

participants had fewer than 9 MEPs per condition which could be included, and360

were thus excluded from further analyses.361

After preprocessing, MEP ratios (paired pulse TMS/single pulse TMS) were362

obtained from the median normalised MEP in switch trials. We shall refer to363

this as ’switch PP/SP ratio’. Similar to previous studies (Neubert et al., 2010),364

calculation of this metric for switch trials did not involve any data from stay365

trials, in order to minimise the influence from excitatory processes happening366

during action execution (Buch et al., 2010; Neubert et al., 2010). Switch PP/SP367

ratio was used as our primary measures of cortico-cortical inhibition, and was368

calculated as follows:369

Switch PP/SP ratio =
MdSwitch Trial Paired Pulse MEPs

MdSwitch Trial Single Pulse MEPs

(3)

Where Md is the median of the total MEPs being considered. Switch PP/SP ratio370

always has a positive value; the lower the value, the higher the interhemispheric371

inhibition.372

Measuring task-dependent inhibition of Primary Motor

Cortex (M1)

To obtain a more fine-grained picture of dynamics in M1, we estimated the extent373

of its task-dependent inhibition. This was done by stimulating the motor hotspot374

at 1mV with single pulse TMS; in half the TMS trials this was done during stay375

trials, and in the other half this was done during switch trials. The pulse delivered376

to M1 was always delivered 175ms after cue onset and pulses were randomly377

assigned in an equal fashion to stay vs switch trials. We find that MEPs driven378

by M1 stimulation decrease significantly during switch (action reprogramming)379

trials compared to stay (action execution) trials (Wilcoxon matched-pairs rank380

test: median of differences: -0.2849, 95% Confidence Interval of median of381

differences: -0.3955 to -0.1563, p <0.001).382

The ratio between median MEP on switch and stay trials was calculated for383
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each subject, and used as our primary measure of task-dependent inhibition of384

M1. We shall refer to this as ’switch M1 inhibition’. Switch M1 inhibition was385

calculated as follows:386

Switch M1 inhibition =
MdSwitch Trial Single Pulse MEPs

MdStay Trial Single Pulse MEPs

(4)

Where Md is the median of the total MEPs being considered.387

Tractography of stimulated white matter fibers

White matter bundles connecting the stimulated cortical sites were estimated388

through Probtrackx (Behrens et al., 2007). Regions of interest (ROI) in the389

cortex were based on the neuronavigation-derived sites for each participant (see390

Supplementary Methods). This ensured that in each subject, the region of391

interest used for tractography corresponded to the site that was stimulated via392

TMS. As the motor hotspot does not always overlap with the postcentral gyral393

fold, and a larger coil was used for M1 compared to PMv, the motor hotspot394

ROI was enlarged to a 3cm radius to improve the output tract quality.395

Tractography was run in native DWI space, with outputs in Montreal396

Neurological Institute (MNI) space to enable pooling of results across all397

subjects. Individual-level maps of streamline densities were then thresholded at398

1% of the number of valid streamlines and overlaid.399

Statistical comparison between correlations and Mediation

analysis

Differences between correlations were tested in the R package psych, using400

Fisher’s z-transformed correlation coefficients. Based on previous results (Lazari401

et al., 2020b; Neubert et al., 2010), we hypothesized that the correlation402

between myelin and switch PP/SP ratio would be greater than correlations403

between myelin and other metrics. Given the directionality of this hypothesis, a404

one-tailed test was used. As all correlations tested originated from the same405
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sample, a paired test was used to account for the dependency between406

correlations being compared.407

Mediation analyses were run in PROCESS (to derive 95% Confidence Intervals408

(Hayes, 2013)) and in BRAVO (to derive p-values (Wager et al., 2008), which409

cannot be derived in PROCESS for our model). In both toolboxes, we used a410

significant indirect (X-M) pathway as the key requirement to test mediation, and411

applied bootstrapping with 10000 repetitions (Hayes, 2013; Zhao et al., 2010).412
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Results

Multimodal myelin markers, interhemispheric

cortico-cortical inhibition, and action reprogramming

We hypothesized that greater myelination of a long-range projection (measurable413

with multimodal MRI markers of myelin) is associated with stronger physiological414

interactions between cortical target areas (measurable with ppTMS), and that415

this, in turn, is associated with better behavioural performance. MRI allows416

collection of many quantitative markers that are known to be related to myelin417

(Figure 1A). Taken independently, each marker is sensitive to other features of418

the tissue (e.g. R2* is also sensitive to iron), so a joint inference test was used to419

find common patterns across all MRI markers. Since myelin is the only common420

biological feature all sequences are sensitive to, we reasoned that any concordant,421

common trend in relationships with all these markers must signify strong evidence422

for a myelin-driven effect.423

ppTMS (Figure 1B) was used to probe levels of directional inhibition from424

right ventral premotor cortex (PMv) to left primary motor cortex (M1) during425

the action reprogramming task (Figure 1C, D). On half of all stimulation trials,426

participants were stimulated over M1 only, to determine their average Motor-427

Evoked Potential during single pulse stimulation. On the other half of trials,428

M1 stimulation was preceded by PMv stimulation, with the aim of quantifying429

the effect that activating PMv neurons would have on M1-driven Motor-Evoked430

Potential. By taking a ratio between Motor-Evoked Potentials in single pulse (M1431

only) stimulation and paired stimulation (PMv and M1) during switch trials, we432

obtained the switch PP/SP ratio, a metric of the interaction between the two433

areas (Figure 1B).434
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Figure 1: (Previous page.) Non-invasive measurement of myelination

and of cortico-cortical interactions during behaviour. A. Multiple myelin-

sensitive MRI modalities were collected and jointly analysed through multimodal

joint inference. B. Motor-Evoked Potentials were collected from the same

participants during an action reprogramming task. Stimulation of premotor

cortex during the task allowed measurement of the modulatory effects of premotor

cortex on Motor-Evoked Potentials driven by M1 stimulation. More specifically,

in a Single Pulse condition (SP, left) a test pulse (red) over left motor cortex

elicits a Motor-Evoked Potential in the right hand; in a Paired Pulse condition

(PP, right) the test pulse (red) is preceded by a conditioning pulse (blue)

over right ventral premotor cortex. The ratio of hand Motor-Evoked Potential

amplitude between the Single Pulse and Paired Pulse conditions during switch

trials (switch PP/SP ratio) is our measure of cortico-cortical interaction. C.

Schematic of the action reprogramming task. The ratio between reaction times

in stay trials and switch trials (switch RT cost) is our primary behavioural

measure. D. Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation set-up used to measure cortico-

cortical interactions. Precise neuroanatomical targeting is achieved through

continuous neuronavigation during stimulation, and confirmed with analysis of

subject-specific target locations of stimulation (right).

Physiological measures of interhemispheric cortico-cortical

inhibition relate to myelination of the underlying long-range

circuit

As hypothesised, we found that people exhibiting the most inhibition from PMv435

to M1, as measured by a smaller switch PP/SP ratio, also have higher levels of436

myelin markers in white matter (Figure 2A, peak pFisherFWE = 0.016), with437

correlations especially prominent in MT, R1 and R2* (r=-0.3839, r=-0.4120438

and r=-0.4304 respectively, Figure 2B). Within our whole-brain analysis, the439

areas where this correlation is significant are spatially asymmetric (Figure 2A).440
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In the left hemisphere, they cluster posteriorly, under the average location of441

the M1 coil; in the right hemisphere, they cluster slightly more anteriorly, under442

the average location of the PMv coil. Finally, the significant clusters in both443

hemispheres are connected by a cluster crossing the midline in the corpus444

callosum. This hints that myelination of the tract being stimulated may be445

uniquely important for PMv’s inhibition of M1 during action reprogramming.446

To probe the specificity of the relationship between myelination and447

cortico-cortical interactions, we then ask whether this observed relationship is448

unique to the physiological interactions between cortical areas, or whether449

myelination also relates to local physiological inhibition in M1, or to behavioural450

performance during action reprogramming (Figure S1). To test this, we used451

joint inference again and found that behavioural switch RT cost during the452

action reprogramming task does not significantly relate to myelin markers (peak453

pFisherFWE = 0.058). Switch M1 inhibition also does not significantly relate to454

myelin markers (peak pFisherFWE = 0.192). Finally, myelin markers are455

significantly less correlated to behavioural switch RT cost and switch M1456

inhibition, than they are to switch PP/SP ratio (p=0.0128 and p=0.0007,457

respectively). In summary, the correlations with myelin markers that we458

identified are specifically related to physiological measures of PMv-to-M1459

inhibition - and they are not as strong for physiological measures of M1460

inhibition or for behavioural measures that may reflect the integrated output of461

a broader set of brain regions rather than just PMv and M1.462
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Figure 2: Multimodal joint inference reveals concordant relationships

between inter-hemispheric cortico-cortical inhibition and myelin markers

across modalities. A: Result of joint inference across myelin markers. Clusters

of significant voxels are shown in red, overlaid on the white matter skeleton

(green). Significance threshold for joint inference Fisher test is set at 0.05 after

correcting for family-wise error correction. B. Correlations between switch PP/SP

ratio (paired pulse/single pulse ratio from ppTMS) and individual myelin markers.

Each data point is a single participant; scatterplots and Spearman correlation

effect sizes are presented for post-hoc visualisation of the correlations, rather

than for statistical inference.

Interhemispheric cortico-cortical inhibition mediates the

link between myelin markers and action reprogramming

behaviour

Cortico-cortical interactions are constrained by structural features of463

cortico-cortical connections (Grandjean et al., 2017; Hermundstad et al., 2013).464

Moreover, cortico-cortical connectivity shapes the dynamics of individual brain465
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areas (Bachtiar et al., 2018; Lindenberg et al., 2013), and in turn individual466

brain areas perform computations that directly regulate behavioural output.467

This is especially clear in the case of M1, whose computations directly468

determine movement (Churchland and Shenoy, 2007; Elsayed et al., 2016) and469

are input-driven (Sauerbrei et al., 2020). Moreover, the inputs to M1 are also470

well-described, with excitatory premotor projections synapsing onto M1471

interneurons (Buch et al., 2010; Davare et al., 2010; Tokuno and Nambu,472

2000). Therefore, we take advantage of the well-established circuit properties473

of the motor network to hypothesize that cortico-cortical inhibition from right474

PMv to left M1 would relate to local cortical inhibition in M1, and that in turn475

M1 inhibition would relate to motor behaviour.476

In support of this hypothesis (Figure S2), we find that inhibition from PMv477

to M1, as measured by the switch PP/SP ratio, correlates with switch M1478

inhibition (r= -0.5245, p <0.0001), and that switch M1 inhibition correlates479

with behavioural output, as captured by switch RT cost (r= -0.3096,480

p=0.0202), but we find no significant relationship between ppTMS inhibition481

and switch RT cost (r=0.1925, p=0.1551). Moreover, as mentioned previously,482

myelination correlates specifically with inhibition from PMv to M1, but not with483

switch M1 inhibition, nor with behavioural switch RT cost (pFisherFWE >0.05,484

Figure S1).485

Given our strong, directional, a priori hypotheses on how myelination,486

cortico-cortical inhibition and action reprogramming behaviour would relate to487

each other, we formalise these relationships in a single statistical model, by488

means of a 2-mediator mediation analysis (Figure 3). In cross-sectional designs,489

mediation analysis does not replace causal or pseudo-causal approaches, but is490

a powerful tool to test statistical inter-dependence between variables in a491

hypothesis-driven way, as we do here. In accordance with our hypothesis, we492

find that inhibition from PMv to M1, as measured by the switch PP/SP ratio493

(mediator 1) and switch M1 inhibition (mediator 2) sequentially mediate the494

link between myelination and action reprogramming behaviour (p = 0.0427,495

95% boostrapped CI: -.29 to -0.02, indirect link explaining 61.8% of the total496
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effect). Finally, we find this mediation result to be specific to switch RT cost,497

as the same mediation does not explain variability in stay trial Reaction Times498

(p = 0.4488, Figure S4).499
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Figure 3: Motor network physiology links myelination to switching

behaviour. A: Mediation analysis reveals an indirect link between the myelin-

related measure of inter-hemispheric cortico-cortical inhibition (Box X) and

switch RT cost, a metric of performance during the action reprogramming task

(Box Y). The 95% boostrapped CI for the indirect effect of sequential mediation

of M1 and M2 is -.29 to -0.02, which overall explained 61.8% of the total effect.

B: Inhibition from PMv to M1, as measured by ppTMS, correlates with switch

M1 inhibition (r= -0.5245, p <0.0001). C: Switch M1 inhibition correlates with

action reprogramming behaviour, as measured by switch RT cost (r= -0.3096,

p=0.0202).
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Tractography of stimulated white matter tracts based on

individual stimulation sites

We then investigated the anatomical location of sites where myelin markers500

correlated with physiological measures of cortico-cortical interactions. By using501

information from individual participants’ cortical stimulation sites, we502

performed tractography to reconstruct estimates of the stimulated white matter503

fibers (Figure 4, Supplementary Video 1). We find that in all individuals, the504

stimulated white matter fibers run interhemispherically through the body of the505

corpus callosum. Consistent with our hypotheses, the clusters where506

myelination markers correlate with stimulation-based physiological readouts are507

located in anatomical white matter areas that were consistently stimulated508

across all subjects.509
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Figure 4: Tractography of stimulated white matter fibers. A. We estimate

individual-level and group-level maps of white matter fibers stimulated in our

paradigm. B. Left: The group level map of tract overlap across subjects is

shown in blue, overlaid on a coronal section. Locations for sagittal sections

are indicated in green. Right: Sagittal sections showing anatomical overlap

between stimulated fibers (blue) and the cluster where myelin metrics correlate

with stimulation-based metrics of cortico-cortical interactions (red).
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Physiological measures of interhemispheric cortico-cortical

inhibition do not correlate with demographic factors and

features of M1 physiology

To probe whether the switch PP/SP ratio relates to non-specific individual510

differences across subjects, we tested correlations between switch PP/SP ratio,511

demographic factors, and features of primary motor cortex physiology (Figure512

S4). We found that switch PP/SP ratio does not correlate with resting Motor513

Threshold (rMT, r= -0.2, p=0.87), active Motor Threshold (aMT, r=0.10,514

p=0.46) or 1mV (r=-0.3, p=0.82) measures. We also find that age and gender515

are not correlated with any other physiological metric, and in particular not516

with switch PP/SP ratio (age: r=0.01, p=0.94; gender: r=0.004, p=0.98).517
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Discussion

It has been repeatedly suggested that variability of white matter in the general518

population holds explanatory value concerning individual differences in brain519

physiology (Boorman et al., 2007; Neubert et al., 2010), cognition (Matejko520

and Ansari, 2015), and behaviour (Boekel et al., 2015; Kanai and Rees, 2011).521

However, the features of white matter that are driving this meaningful522

variability are less well understood (Lazari et al., 2020b). In recent years, white523

matter myelination has come to prominence as an underappreciated regulator of524

brain function, with studies demonstrating new roles such as trophic support of525

axons (Fünfschilling et al., 2012; Nave, 2010) and also plastic potential526

(Sampaio-Baptista et al., 2013). Moreover, several strains of evidence have527

highlighted that myelination influences cognition and behaviour in ageing and in528

a range of pathologies (Cabibel et al., 2020; Forbes et al., 2020; Hill et al.,529

2018; Lakhani et al., 2017; Ruckh et al., 2012; Shen et al., 2008; Weil et al.,530

2016; Zonouzi et al., 2015). Therefore, it would make sense for inter-individual531

variability in myelin to also play an important role in cognition and behaviour in532

health (Dubbioso et al., 2021), and potentially to underpin the previously533

reported relevance of white matter variability to wide-ranging behaviours. This534

study provides a direct test of that prediction, demonstrating that variability in535

white matter myelination of healthy adults holds meaningful explanatory536

information about physiological and behavioural processes, and opens the door537

to further studies exploring inter-individual variability of myelination in the538

general population.539

In the current study, we focused on the relationship between myelination540

of a well-defined white matter circuit (measured with multimodal MRI), the541

downstream physiological activity within that circuit (measured with ppTMS),542

and the resulting behaviour (measured with an Action Reprogramming Task).543

We find a link between metrics of physiological interactions between two brain544

areas and metrics of white matter myelination in the tract connecting the two545

areas. This relationship proves highly specific. It is common across multiple546

myelin markers, and a whole-brain voxelwise analysis reveals it to be localised547
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to areas of the pathways stimulated by ppTMS. Taken together, these results548

argue for a specific link between the physiology of PMv to M1 projections, their549

myelination, and the action reprogramming behaviour they support.550

Although the study highlights a robust relationship between the amount of551

myelin in a tract and its physiological properties, it is difficult to interpret which552

morphological aspects of a tract may be driving this effect. Levels of myelination553

in a voxel are influenced by a variety of factors, including myelin thickness, number554

of oligodendrocytes, length of Nodes of Ranvier (NoR), and axon packaging555

(Walhovd et al., 2014). As a simplified example, a voxel with high MT could556

reflect a high number of myelinated axons, or thicker myelin sheaths on each axon557

(Kaller et al., 2017; Walhovd et al., 2014; Zatorre et al., 2012). Recent work has558

also highlighted the contributions that NoRs may play in dynamically regulating559

functional axonal properties (Arancibia-Carcamo et al., 2017; Dutta et al., 2018;560

Ford et al., 2015; Lazari et al., 2018), which our results are compatible with. To561

further the previous example, two voxels with the exact same number of myelin562

sheets and oligodendrocytes may have different MT and R2* values if one of the563

voxels has shorter NoRs, therefore allowing more myelin to cluster within the same564

3D volume (Andersson et al., 2020; Cottaar et al., 2020; Walhovd et al., 2014).565

In summary, our study is compatible with multiple morphological interpretations566

within white matter, but cannot distinguish between them. Future studies will567

be able to build upon our findings to tackle these biologically-driven questions by568

reverse-translation to rodent studies, where tools such as immunohistochemistry569

and electron microscopy would be able to answer more detailed cellular questions.570

A key limitation of the study is that it employs non-invasive, MR-based571

metrics of myelination to quantify myelin. Drawing one-to-one relationships572

between biophysical signals detected from MR and the underlying biology is573

notoriously problematic (Walhovd et al., 2014; Zatorre et al., 2012), and we574

took several steps to maximise the biological interpretability of our findings.575

Rather than focusing on an individual myelin marker, we collected a suite of576

four different myelin markers, each with a different profile of biophysical577

sensitivity (Lazari and Lipp, 2021). We also used a joint inference framework578
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when carrying out statistical analyses, so that we would only consider effects579

that are common across modalities. This minimises the risk that the link we580

discovered here is driven by other biological features of white matter: MT is581

also sensitive to oedema (Cook et al., 2004), and R2* is also sensitive to582

vasculature (Weisskoff and Kiihne, 1992), but the only known signal that they583

both pick up is from tissue myelination. Although it comes with limitations,584

using non-invasive markers of myelination allows the gathering of insights and585

testing of hypotheses in humans that otherwise would be restricted to586

preclinical studies in animal models. In particular, taking this approach has587

allowed us to identify a new link between human behaviour and myelination588

that would have been inaccessible through invasive histology.589

A foundational assumption of many in vitro studies of axonal properties is590

that the same principles that apply to relationships between an axon’s591

morphology and its physiological properties play out in similar ways at a larger592

scale in axon bundles within white matter tracts. The current results provide593

further confirmation of this assumption. Previous studies have found that594

increased myelination boosts conduction velocity and information transmission595

between individual neurons. Here, by probing cortico-cortical circuits with596

macroscopic imaging and stimulation methods, we show that a similar597

relationship exists for white matter tracts and cortex-to-cortex connectivity,598

whereby increased myelination of a tract also influences physiological599

interactions of one cortical area with another.600

We studied brain-behaviour relationships in the context of a particular601

behavioral task – namely action reprogramming. Controlling what actions to602

execute, often termed ’cognitive control’ (Neubert et al., 2010), is a key603

function of the brain, and is likely an agglomeration of a variety of parallel and604

diverse mechanisms (Chambers et al., 2006; Forstmann et al., 2008;605

MacDonald et al., 2000; Mars et al., 2007; Ridderinkhof et al., 2004). We606

examined a specific component of ’cognitive control’, i.e. action reprogramming607

(Isoda and Hikosaka, 2007). Here, we show that at least some components of608

cognitive control can be explained in terms of physiological interactions, which609
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are in turn driven by myelination of the underlying circuit. This constitutes a610

fundamental step forward in our understanding of the mechanisms underpinning611

cognitive control, and how we may be able to modulate them.612

Our findings also suggest that interindividual variability in tract myelination,613

tract physiology, and behaviour, are closely linked to each other. Subjects with614

higher levels of myelination exhibited stronger inhibition and lower switch RT615

costs during action reprogramming. Conversely, subjects with lower levels of616

myelination exhibited reduced inhibition and higher switch RT costs during617

action reprogramming. One potential interpretation of the finding could be that618

the chosen inter-pulse interval of 6ms is optimal in the participants with more619

myelin, and that participants with less myelin have delayed inhibition. This is in620

agreement with our data, as some subjects showed facilitation from right PMv621

to left M1, suggesting that their physiological inhibition is either lowered or622

delayed during action reprogramming. While additional imaging modalities623

(such as Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy) would be needed to disentangle624

what precise features of cortical or white matter physiology lead to dampened625

inhibition in these subjects, our result suggest that participants displaying626

absent inhibition during action reprogramming also have higher switch RT cost,627

and that this phenomenon does therefore contribute to behavioural output.628

These results illustrate a mechanistic link binding myelination of long-range629

circuits to their physiology and to action reprogramming. They highlight, for630

the first time, that myelin’s effects on axon conductance are also relevant at631

the larger spatial scales of tracts and translatable to the study of the live632

human brain. Taken together, this represents a first step towards translating633

studies on cellular-level properties of myelin to human-relevant knowledge. This634

is crucial for developing clinically-relevant insights into cortical circuits and to635

design therapeutic treatments aimed at modulating myelination.636
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Supplementary Results

Supplementary Figure 1: Relationships between white matter myelination,

and physiological and behavioural measures. We use joint inference and find

that ppTMS-based measures of cortico-cortical interactions (i.e. switch PP/SP

ratio) significantly correlate with myelin markers (pFisherFWE<0.05), whereas

behavioural switch RT cost and switch M1 inhibition do not significantly correlate

with myelin markers (pFisherFWE>0.05).
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Supplementary Figure 2: Raw Motor-Evoked Potentials (MEPs) across

conditions. A. Raw EMG traces for randomly selected MEPs from the dataset.

B. Raw MEP amplitudes used to derive the switch PP/SP ratio; 29 out of 56

subjects had smaller MEPs in PP compared to SP trials during switch trials. C.

Raw MEP amplitudes used to derive switch M1 inhibiton.
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Supplementary Figure 3: 1-mediator mediation analysis. To complement

the full 2-mediator analysis, we show that 1-mediator analysis (with no

neuroimaging data) yields similar results. In this analysis, we use switch M1

inhibition as a mediator of the relationship between cortico-cortical interactions

(ppTMS metric) and behaviour output (switch RT cost).
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Supplementary Figure 4: Mediation analysis for stay trial Reaction Times.

To test the behavioural specificity of the mediation analysis result, we repeated

the analysis with stay trial Reaction Times as our outcome measure, and found

no significant mediation effect (p=0.4488).
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Supplementary Figure 5: Correlations between cortico-cortical inhibition

(switch PP/SP ratio), demographic factors and features of M1

physiology. We report Spearman r correlation values for correlations of all

possible pairs between: switch PP/SP ratio, resting Motor Threshold (rMT),

active Motor Threshold (aMT), 1mV, age and gender. We find no significant

correlation for the switch PP/SP ratio metric across any tests.
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Supplementary Methods

Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation (TMS) set-up

Two DuoMAGMP-Dual TMS monophasic stimulators (DeyMed DuoMag, Rogue637

Resolutions Ltd.) were used to deliver paired pulses via two figure-eight coils,638

one 70mm-diameter coil over left M1 and one 50mm-diameter coil over right639

PMv.640

The 70mm/M1 coil was held by the main experimenter throughout the641

experiment. This coil was kept tangential to the skull and at roughly an 45◦642

angle to the scalp’s midline, resulting in a Posterior-to-Anterior (PA) current643

direction induced in the cortex. The 50 mm PMv coil was positioned in place644

through a clamp sustained by a Manfrotto Variable Friction Arm (Wex Photo645

Video, Calumet Photographic Limited) which was clamped to the experiment646

table. The position of the coil was determined by registration of its location to647

the participant’s T1w image, and targeted coordinates x = 58, y = 15, z = 30648

in MNI (Montreal Neurological Institute) space, based on (Neubert et al.,649

2010). The angle of the PMv coil was 0◦ relative to midline.650

Participants sat on a chair and were asked to position their head on a chin rest651

in order to minimize head movement. Before the start of any TMS stimulation,652

participants were asked to keep their feet relaxed and flat on the ground. The653

participants were free to move their body between task blocks, but they were654

asked to move the hand with the electrodes as little as possible both during the655

task and between task blocks. All participants wore earplugs to reduce the effects656

of TMS-related noise.657

Using Neuronavigation to track stimulation sites

All stimulation was delivered using continuous tracking of coil location with658

respect to subject neuroanatomy (i.e. neuronavigation). This was achieved659

through a Polaris camera and the Brainsight (Rogue Resolutions, Inc.)660

software. The participant was tracked via a headband with reflective spheres661
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attached to it; the coils were tracked with coil trackers that were re-calibrated662

at the beginning of each testing day. In addition, extensive hard-ware checks663

were performed before each session, including that the coils worked on a664

peripheral muscle, that cable connections were correctly in place, and665

importantly, a PicoScope6 (Pico Technology) was used to check the timing of666

the two pulses to ensure they were correct and identical between task and rest667

blocks at sub-millisecond precision.668

Online neuronavigation was used in all subjects to ensure the coil was669

targeting the cortical area of choice throughout the task. Moreover, a sample670

of the coil location was collected for each participant during the session, and671

analysed offline. An automated Brainsight tool was used to find the closest672

brain voxel to the sampled stimulation site. The coordinates for this voxel were673

then transformed in standard space to allow overlaying of stimulation sites from674

different participants. At this stage, a total of 47 stimulation locations were675

included, as two participants’ stimulation locations failed to save due to676

software fault, three participants’s stimulation locations were not sampled due677

to time limits, and four participant’s stimulation locations could not be678

automatically determined with Brainsight. Because the magnetic field may679

reach 30% of its peak level throughout a region with a diameter of 4 cm680

(Siebner et al., 2009), spheres of 4 cm diameter were created around the681

sample stimulation location to provide a conservative estimate of the spatial682

specificity achieved by TMS. These spheres were then overlaid upon each other683

(Figure 1). All stimulation sites were within 1 cm of target location, as684

described in previous publications (Buch et al., 2011; Johnen et al., 2015).685

Electromyography (EMG)

Electromyography (EMG) was recorded from the participant’s right hand in a686

tendon-belly montage, to record from the First Dorsal Interosseus muscle. After687

scrubbing the three electrode sites with alcohol wipes, 25-mm electrodes688

(Kendall Neonatal ECG Electrodes Puppydog) were applied, with the ground689

electrode placed on the hand’s carpus. In order, the EMG signal output was690
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processed through a D440 amplifier (Digitimer), a Humbug Noise Eliminator,691

50 Hz (Digitimer) to notch-filter the data, and a CED micro1401 Mk.II A/D692

converter (Cambridge Electronic Design) to digitise the signal and relay it to a693

PC running Spike2 (Cambridge Electronic Design). Sampling rate was 5000 Hz,694

and bandpass filters were set between 10 and 1000 Hz.695

Motor hotspot and parameter determination

The M1 coil intensity was increased and slowly moved around over the left side696

of the scalp until an M1 motor hotspot could be identified. Several criteria697

were applied to confirm the correct coil location had been reached: reliability698

of the MEPs, smoothness of the MEP shape, selectivity of finger movement699

during MEPs, and degradation of MEP response as the coil moved away from700

the identified spot. A subset of tested participants failed to meet all of our motor701

hotspot criteria, and thus did not complete the protocol and were excluded from702

any TMS-related analysis. The location of the motor hotspot was recorded703

through neuronavigation during the first session. After the first session, the704

recorded location was used to quickly re-confirm the motor hotspot; this also705

ensured the same motor hotspot was stimulated across sessions in multi-day706

protocols.707

After determining the location of the motor hotspot, three parameters were708

determined for each participant: the intensities for 1mV, rMT and aMT. 1mV709

was determined as the intensity giving reliable and stable 1mV MEPs at rest over710

approximately 10 pulses; stability of the MEPs, rather than a precise mean value711

of 1mV across 10 pulses, was used as the key parameter in determining 1mV712

intensity. rMT was determined as the intensity at which 5 out of 10 pulses gave713

no MEP response greater than 0.05 mV.714

After 1mV and rMT determination, a brief, standardised protocol was used715

to determine aMT (Stagg et al., 2011). A separate screen was moved towards716

the participant so that they could observe their own FDI EMG trace in real717

time from the chinrest. After the participants verbally confirmed they could see718

the screen, they were asked to squeeze the thumb against the index finger as719
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hard as they could twice to determine their maximum contraction. A sliding720

line on the screen was then set to 20% of maximum muscle contraction, and721

participants were asked to try and keep their contraction levels around that line.722

If this level of contraction caused fatigue or was too close to the noise level, then723

maximum contraction was calculated once again. This FDI-contraction set-up724

allowed measurement of the aMT, which we defined in this experiment as the725

intensity at which 5 out of 10 TMS pulses produced an MEP that was time-726

locked to the TMS pulse, and was followed by a cortical silent period. Presence727

of time-locked MEPs, rather than presence of cortical silent period, was used as728

the key parameter in determining aMT.729
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